ONLINE TRAINING OF NCC CADETS ON DIKSHA APP
In India’s fight against COVID-19 Pandemic with the first line of workers doing a commendable service in
COVID relief. In the attempt to further strengthen them further, the Government of India has launched a
training module for management of COVID-19 named ‘Integrated Govt. Online training’ (I-GOT) portal on
DIKSHA platform of HRD for the capacity building of frontline workers to handle the pandemic efficiently.
Courses on I-GOT have been launched for Doctors, Nurses, Paramedics, Hygiene Workers, Technicians,
Auxiliary Nursing Midwives (ANMs), State Government Officers, Civil Defence Officers, Various Police
Organisations, National Cadet Corps (NCC), Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS), National Service
Scheme, Indian Red Cross Society, Bharat Scouts and Guides and other volunteers.
NCC cadets of Vidya Devi Jindal School Hisar also enrolled themselves for the training and till date 52
cadets from classes XI and XII and 50 cadets from classes VIII and IX have successfully completed this
training and achieved the digital certification for the same. ANO Lt Suman Arora and Caretaker Ms Vijay
Luxmi also have earned this certificate. This online course was very informative and NCC cadets got to
learn the precautionary measures against this pandemic and their role in COVID relief.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF CADETS
The knowledgeable videos and PPTs were enriching where I learned more about COVID-19 in brief, it’s
symptoms and moreover it was my first activity as a NCC cadet.
PARIDHI GOEL
I learnt the symptoms of COVID-19 and how can we prevent its spreading from person to person. I also
learnt that we should never touch a surface, outside and even if we do, we should not touch our face until we
have sanitized it.
SRINIDHI BALA GHANTI
It was very beneficial as it helped in my understanding about COVID. The animated videos were very
helpful and quizzes were interesting.
SHIVANSHI
This training was very much informative, and it was first online training for cadets. I enjoyed doing it, but
initially it was difficult to watch such long videos which you cannot skip, but finally I was able to complete
it.
SANVI DHANKHAR
It was a wonderful training and it taught me a lot of things which I did not know. It inspired me to help
others at the time of pandemic. I came to know the value of a lot of things through this training. The quizzes
at the end of every session cleared all my doubts. It was an inclining experience.
NISHTHA GUPTA
The training was wonderful and informative as I got to know about the symptoms and the precautions about
COVID-19. The PPTs and the videos were very interactive, but it was very tedious to watch so long videos.
ARYA TULSYAN
In the online training of COVID-19, I learned what are the symptoms and how to avoid them.
VIJAY LUXMI

Junior NCC In-charge

ONLINE SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS BY NCC CADETS
To celebrate the KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS NCC cadets of VDJS organized an online assembly on July 26,
2020. Assembly was started by Pledge of India led by cadet Simran Rawat. Musical and Rhythmic tribute
was given to our REAL HEROES by cadets Soumya Khasa, Praveena S, Aasmi Jain, Sakshi and Vandita
Banka.
It was followed by a poem on the brave soldiers of India by cadet Shivanshi. Important information about
Kargil War was shared by cadet Shruti Kamalia followed by a video on the story of Kargil War and Kargil
War Memorial.
Introduction to Gallantry Award Winners of Kargil War was presented by Caretaker Ms Vijay Luxmi. Cadet
Parkhi also shared her views about the event.
An exhibition of posters made by NCC cadets was exhibited during this program. School Art Teacher Mr.
Abhimanyu Soni declared the result of this event. Navya Niharika secured 1st position, Vidita secured 2nd
position and the third position was shared by Arya Tulsyan and Megha Jain.
Patriotic poems were recited by Pearl, Paridhi and cadet Malvika Soni. Online quiz for the cadets was
conducted by Mr Vinayak Mohan in which First position was secured by cadet Maalvika Soni by securing
full marks. Cadets Somya Bagra, Arya Tulsyan, Srinidhi, Yatika, Ishita kadiyan and Ume Kulsoom secured
the 2nd position.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
It was inspiring to know about the brave and fearless war heroes. It has motivated me also to join armed
forces.
SHIVANSHI
The story of Kargil war gave me goose bumps. I felt immense pride after listening their brave stories and it
has motivated me to serve my country.
PRAVEENA S
I felt very proud of our brave and fearless Indian soldiers when I got to know the story behind kargil war.
The conflict between India and Pakistan in the Kargil district of Kashmir. I participated in the poster making
and secured 3rd position, and also in the quiz and secured 2nd position. The quiz was very informative, and
I enjoyed a lot.
ARYA TULSYAN
INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY BY NCC CADETS
International Yoga Day is Celebrated every year on 21 June. This year due to Corona Pandemic everyone in
VDJS celebrated it in the safe vicinity of their homes.
VDJS NCC cadets Shivanshi, Simran and Umekulsum, Sanvi Dhankhar, Versha Jain, Banreet, Nishtha
Gupta, Praveena, Yukta, Jhanavi, Shivanshi and Malvika Soni along with Ms Shrabani, Mr. Chander Mohan
and ANO Lt Mrs Suman Arora, caretaker Ms Vijayluxmi participated in this great event. Children
performed SURYANAMASKAR, TADASAN, VRIKSHASAN, MANDUKASAN, UTTANPADASAN,
HALASAN, DHANURASAN, PADAHASTASAN and practiced PRANAYAM and ended the session with
universal peace prayer” SARVE BHAVANTU SUKHINA……”
The participants also motivated their family members to participate in Yoga Day and performed with their
family members.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
It enhanced my knowledge that how important yoga is in daily life. Practicing it with elders and youngers
gave me a different vibe.
PARIDHI GOEL
It was a joyful learning, and I enjoyed a lot in motivating my family members also to do Yoga with me
online. I love to do yoga but inspiring my family members was a great joy.
SHIVANSHI
This event helped me to know my inner self and to stay healthy and fit.
PRAVEENA S
On 21st June 2020, I and my family celebrated International Yoga Day by doing yoga in our farmhouse in
the morning. It was after a long time that all of us did yoga together in a frondescence. I did meditation and
Surya Namaskar. It made my mind freshen-up. I remembered a lot of asanas after such a long time. The last
day it was fun to search for yoga mats in the whole house as we couldn't buy the new ones in lockdown. I
really enjoyed this wonderful experience.
NISHTHA GUPTA
It helped me to motivate my family members and my friends to do yoga with me and it was fun in doing
yoga with them and we all enjoyed a lot.
ARYA TULSYAN
Me and my family did Yoga together on International Yoga Day. In this we did some Asanas and
Pranayamas. I am a Yoga Teacher. I know we are physically and mentally fit by doing Yoga. Every
person should do Yoga to stay healthy.
VIJAY LUXMI
Yoga Instructor/Junior NCC In-charge

SAPLING PLANTATION BY NCC CADETS
VDJS organises Sapling Plantation every year during rainy season to bring awareness in the cadets about
their responsibility towards the enviornment.
This year due to Corona pandemic cadets were in their homes, but they participated at their own places with
the same zeal. Four NCC cadets namely Umekulsum, Simran, Shivanshy and Srinidhi Bala Ganti residing at
VDJS CAMPUS also participated in this event on 14 July 2020. They planted mango saplings in the
Heritage Park and took the responsibility of taking care of these saplings.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
Tree plantation is very important. Due to the growing population, more trees are cut down and more carbon
dioxide is emitted. I along with other cadets of our school, planted trees in the park with the help of
a gardener.
SRINIDHI BALA GHANTI
Trees are an important part of our life. In that scorching heat of sun, I could really understand why trees are
so important. Everyone must plant and take care of as many trees as possible. Without them there is no life.
SHIVANSHI

FIT INDIA MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES BY NCC CADETS
NCC cadets of VDJS participated in FIT INDIA MOVEMENT launched by Ministry of Sports & Youth
Affairs India. Co of 3HAR GIRLS BN have assigned different activities to different institutes in which we
got the activity of Solo Run. All the cadets participated enthusiastically in this activity. The cadets of VDJS
not only participated in Solo Run but they also participated in Yoga, Cycling, Skating, Skipping, Shooting
and other physical activities. The program started on 15 August and concluded on 14 September. The cadets
not only participated in these activities but motivated their friends and family also to participate in these
physical activities to achieve the target of FIT INDIA.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
I improved my stamina and exceled in different aspects where I was lacking. The famous saying “A
healthy mind resides in a healthy body” gave me the motivation to practice fitness both physically and
mentally.
PARIDHI GOEL
Physical exercises are really very close to my heart. So, I enjoyed doing them and even motivated my
grandparents to do some physical exercise daily. My Nani and Dadi supported me in that because then it
makes “HUM FIT TO INDIA FIT” happen.
SHIVANSHI
Being fit is important and to support it every day I ran round 800 metres. I also encouraged my friends to
participate in the Fit India Movement.
SRINIDHI BALA GHANTI
Exercising every morning keeps me fit and healthy. Waking up early also keeps me mentally fit. It also helps
me to concentrate on my studies.
VIDITA HIMATSINGKA
Got to learn through the Fit India Program that if you are Healthy you can do everything so stay
Healthy always. Do Yoga every day.
VIJAY LUXMI
Yoga Instructor/Junior NCC In-charge
EK BHARAT SRESHTHA BHARAT
(Online National Integration Camp)
A national level NCC Camp, organised virtually by the Odisha Directorate from October 1, to October 6,
2020 on the theme- ‘Ek Bharat Sreshtha Bharat’ was attended by five cadets- Saumyaa Khasa, Shruti
Kamalia, Vandita Banka, Jahnvi and Praveena, they represented Haryana and highlighted its cultural,
historical and economic significance to cadets across the country.
It was a great and a kind of its own experience for the cadets as the camp not only enhanced their knowledge
but also conveyed the message to them that India is a land of diversities and the existence of these multiple
identities with harmony is the true essence of India and the privilege of being an Indian.
Day-1
The camp began with a welcome speech by the CO of Odisha Directorate followed by presentations on
History, Geography, Economy, Good practices of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh, and
Odisha.
Day-2

The day was filled with colourful presentations depicting cultural heritage of each of the states accompanied
by lively discussions that helped us understand more about the festivals, customs, traditions and food habits
of the states of our country.
Day-3
Lively, engaging discussions pumped day three of the camp as cadets learnt common sentences in languages
of different states. Cadets are happy than ever to be able to greet people in various languages.
Day-4
Rhythm and beats welcomed the cadets to the next day of the camp where pre-recorded cultural folk
performances were displayed by the cadets. These left the cadets swinging in their places. They also felt
immense pride when they got to know about various leaders from different states and their contribution in
shaping the country as it stands today.
Day-5
The cadets will fondly remember this day because in no time and efforts they toured all the beautiful,
historical and spell bounding sites across the length and breadth of the country.
Day-6
The last day of the camp was marked with a closing address by the CO of Odisha Directorate and
appreciation for cultural events, debate, and Quiz.
NATIONAL INTEGRATION AWARENESS ACTIVITY (NIAP)
To mark the National Unity Day NCC cadets of VDJS organized an online NIAP activity. Where all the
NCC cadets were divided into 3 groups: JW-1st year, JW-2nd year and SW-2nd year. Each group was assigned
an INDIAN State and they presented all the information regarding History, Geography, Economy, Tourism,
Flora and Fauna, famous personalities of that state in the form of PPT. JW-1st year presented Rajasthan, JW2nd year presented Gujrat and SW-2nd year presented Kerala.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
It was interesting to know about the cultural heritage of different states of India. It helped me to work in coordination with my team mates to get our work done. Overall, it was a great experience.
SHIVANSHI
This activity taught a lot about Rajasthan and its culture. It also helped me to work in a team. All the work
was divided which made it easy for us. It was a good experience.
VIDITA HIMATSINGKA
NCC DAY SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
NCC day is celebrated on 4th Sunday of November every year. To celebrate this day NCC cadets of VDJS
organized a virtual assembly for the school. Cadets Saumya Khasa, Pearl and Aakriti were the main anchors
of the program. Cadets Shruti Kamalia, Sanvi Dhankhar, Avishi Gautam gave the brief introduction on
benefits of NCC. Cadet Simran, Nishtha Gupta and Vidita Himatsinghka highlighted the activities done by
NCC cadets in the session 2020-21.
Patriotic and inspirational NCC poems by cadet Paridhi and Shivanshi filled the audience with joyand
enthusiasm.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
Preparing an assembly, discussing what things to do and what not, and then practicing was quite an
experience. The outcomes were satisfying. We were delighted to have a good performance.
PARIDHI GOEL

NCC activities are a learning experience for NCC cadets. Activities those were undertaken by Vidya Devi
Jindal
School
are
both
motivating
and
spread
awareness
on
various
topics.
Awareness rallies on ‘Stop using plastic’, ‘Save girl child and educate girl child’ resulted in reduction of
plastic usage within the campus and made people aware of the process of waste disposal. It was a new
learning
experience
for
me.
Creative activities to contribute in change like making bags of old newspapers and distributing them door to
door
was
also
a
very
inspiring
and
fun
learning
for
me.
Nukkad Natak was the best part of the whole NCC journey the beats, the plots and the message were both
musical and meaningful. Stopping at a place in a semi-circle and performing caught lot of attention and
helped us in making our message and our aim clear to the audience.
PARKHI AGARWAL
In the month of November, we celebrated NCC day by conducting a special assembly virtually. I spoke
some facts on NCC. It was fun discussing a lot of interesting things virtually. This activity gave me a good
chance of exploring more about NCC. I enjoyed listening to the poem and other speeches which my friends
prepared.
NISHTHA GUPTA
I learned a lot about NCC. The assembly taught me teamwork. I spoke about the NCC activities. The
presentation, the topic, the song choice was a tough task. But I was happy because the outcome of the
assembly was good.
VIDITA HIMATSINGKA
I learned a lot from the Special Assembly on NCC Day, when and why is NCC Day celebrated.
VIJAY LUXMI
Yoga Instructor/Junior NCC In-charge
SWACHHATA PAKHWADA ACTIVITIES
3 HAR GIRLS BN NCC UNIT has observed Swachhata Pakhwada from 1st to 15th of Dec 2020. NCC
cadets of VDJS participated in different activities as Poster-Making, Poem Recitation and Essay Writing.
They also organized an awareness campaign in support staff colony of the campus. They made an effort to
visit Door to Door and create awareness about cleanliness and importance of mask and hand wash in our
fight against Corona. Students also performed NUKKAD NATAK to create awareness about hazards of
plastic.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
I participated in the poster making. The beautiful poems and speeches given were noteworthy. I enjoyed
listening to different people on their views on Swachta Pakhwara.
PARIDHI GOEL
In swachata pakwara, we did a nukkad natak on cleanliness and the harmful effects of plastic. We also did
a door-to-door campaign in which we told people about plastic and its alternatives.
SRINIDHI BALA GHANTI

BEST CADET COMPETITION ROHTAK
On Oct 22, 2020 two cadets namely Shivanshi and Ume Kulsoom went to Rohtak to participate and
represent 3HAR GIRLS BN NCC, HISAR in the Best Cadet Competition.
90 cadets from all over Haryana participated in this competition. The competition was organized by NCC
GROUP ROHTAK at Rajiv Gandhi Khel Stadium Rohtak. The cadets appeared for a Drill Test, Written
Test and an interview.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
It was a new experience for me. I have never participated
in any NCC competition. I was a little nervous for this
one, but it turned out very well. I got to know many things
which were not known to me earlier about the NCC. It was
an enriching experience and I look forward to participating
in more such events.
SHIVANSHI

CONSTITUTION PAKHWADA BY NCC CADETS
NCC cadets of VDJS celebrated the Constitution Pakhwada from Nov 27 - Dec 10. The inauguration of the
Pakhwada was done with a special online assembly.
In this assembly, faculty of Political Science, Dr K
K Jha briefed the cadets about the Indian
constitution. He highlighted the important features
of Indian Constitution and its importance. He said
that constitution of India is made by the people of
India and it is for the people of India. It has all the
characteristics which make India a Sovereign,
Secular and a Democratic country. He highlighted
the fact that it was constituted on Nov 26, 1949 but
was adopted fully from Jan 26, 1950 to mark the
importance of day Jan 26 which was declared as
Independence Day much before freedom in 1930.
He also discussed the Preamble with cadets in
detail. He cleared the doubts of cadets on the
question of social justice and Reservations. It was

an enriching session, which ended by participation of cadets in online quiz on mygov.in and receiving the
digital certificates of participation.

On Day 2, cadets participated in online NCC class where they got the information about Fundamental Duties
with the help of videos shared on mygov.in. 42 cadets participated in online PREAMBLE READING and
Pledge taking and received the digital certificates. Day 3 was planned for poster making activity for JW
cadets. Where 10 JW cadets created beautiful posters showcasing the beauty of our constitution.

The JW cadets participated in poem recitation in which 10 cadets recited beautiful poems explaining the
qualities of our constitution.
Day 4 and 5 was meant for Declamation in which 7 cadets from JW and 5 cadets from SW participated and
expressed their views about Indian constitution. They highlighted the salient features of our constitution.
The next programe was presented by 12 JW and SW cadets where through beautiful PPT’s they covered the
interesting facts about our constitution. All were fascinated to know that originally our constitution was
hand written and to decorate the original copy the artists were
specially appointed from Shantiniketan. Everybody appreciated the
flexibility of our constitution that allows amendments. The cadets
understanding about their Fundamental duties decided to spread
awarenss regarding MASK and HAND WASH as a responsible
citizen with permission of their parents.
Cadets at VDJS campus conducted a program for support staff kids
tolling them about preamble and helping them in reading the
preamble and receiving the digital certificate.
This Constitution Pakhwada was a very enriching activity for all of
us. Each cadet is excited to see the original copy of our constitution in
NEW DELHI.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF CADETS
This was my first time discovering how constitution works. The discussions, quizzes, pledge, poems, vibrant
posters were all quite pleasing and inspiring.
PARIDHI GOEL

It was really very
interesting to know
more about our
constitution. I got to
know about our
fundamental duties and
participating in online
quiz was very informative. I have learnt that original
copy of our constitution was hand written and it was
decorated by artists from “Shantiniketan.”
SHIVANSHI

I participated in Poster making and I made a PPT on the facts about our constitution. I really got to know new things about
our constitution like it was handwritten and artists from Shantiniketan designed the constitution. I also participated in the
constitution quiz and it was very beneficial for me.

ARYA TULSYAN

DIGITAL CERTIFICATION OF CADETS FOR:
1. BASICS OF COVID-19 BY MINISTRY OF HRD
2. YOGA DAY CERTIFICATES BY MINISTRY OF AYUSH
3. ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT QUIZ BY MINISTRY OF DEFENSE
4. QUIZ ON KARGILVIJAY DIWAS BY MHRD
5. I SUPPORT ARMED FORCES FLAG DAY MINISTRY OF DEFENSE
6. CONSTITUTION DAY QUIZ BY MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
7. PREAMBLE READING CERTIFICATE BY MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND EMPOWERMENT
8. PATRIOTIC QUIZ ON REPUBLIC DAY

